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Like many of you, I've been spending a good three months of isolation at home. As I juggle work, a curious

baby and an unhealthy need to get everything disinfected, surprisingly I still have a bit of time for myself.

Okay maybe not for myself exactly, but I get to do something I secretly enjoy: tidying up. 

Before the lockdown, I had a room full of things, messy and all over the place. It felt dull and uninspiring.

So I sat in there, a trash bag on my left and boxes on the right. I began sorting everything out. Piles of

things to bin, to keep, to donate, and to contemplate (for goods I hardly use but I believe would serve its

purpose someday, do you have them too?).

I didn't go all Marie Kondo though, it would take me forever deciding whether it still sparks joy or not. 
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Hidden Talents

Although it's not exactly a 'hidden talent' or a 'talent' per se, tidying up is something I've recently admitted

to liking. And I'm actually quite good at it. The feeling when I entered that room, how it felt much bigger,

and being able to see the floor was so good. I could even roll around in there.

Have you discovered your hidden talents? Perhaps you've written a book, mastered a new language, or

professionally groomed your pet. Or perhaps not. And that's okay too. This isn't a competition after all. We

do what we can to stay active and sane during the pandemic, but we should also give ourselves the

opportunity to just lay low, do nothing and wind down every now and then.  

Anyways, we would love to catch up with whatever's new with you, so don't hesitate to let us know to

stara.pedro@jakland.co.id or tag @wtc.jakarta on Instagram.

Bye!

Yours trully,

the community editor

thesmilinghealer.com


